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- Through the LGBTQ+ Community Fund we offered 8 micro-grants, totaling 19 690 RON
(to organizations, informal groups and individual people: [H]LGBTQ+UNITED, Rise OUT,
Cutra Magazine, Q Society, Cenaclul X, Sens Pozitiv, Identity.Education, Murivale
Mureșan Vasile);
- 14 events with over 1 000 participants; 
- The participation of the European Parliament member Nicu Ștefănuță at Pride in the
Garden,where he had the opportunity to meet all the NGOs present at the Initiative
Fair;
- Over 20 volunteers; 
- Our message reached 250.000 people;
- Media appearances: Realitatea TV, B1TV, Antena 3,
Mediafax, G4Media, Vice, Acoperișul de Sticlă;
- Support for 14 LGBTQ+ artists;
- Collaborations with 3 community bussinesses;

Some Data:



- The organization of the first ever Pride in the
Tram, a tram route encompassing multiple
neighborhoods with a rainbow decorated tram;
- The organization of a protest and other
advocacy activities for receiving approval for
Pride in the Tram;
- The implication of the full spectrum of LGBTQ+
identities in the organization of specific events
for trans women, LBTQ women, and
neurodivergent people;
- Over 1500 merch pieces distributed to the
participants of the Bucharest Pride March (400
stickers, 200 pens, 100 t-shirts, 120 badges, 200
rainbow flags, 250 notebooks, and 250 baloons) 





Testimonials
 "The Board Games evening was amazing. As a volunteer, I felt proud
that I could be part of the organization team for the event. Moreover, I
felt included, and free to come up with ideas of my own"

Ioana Păcurar, MozaiQ volunteer

 "For me, the guided tour through Bucharest's queer history represented
reclaiming a lost history, while at the same time having fun and
laughing. 
Stories about the nights in Sherlock, the countless nights in which the
youth encountered the same issues we do today, moments in which they
felp accepted at last, included among others in their community,
understood, laughs in the ever beautiful Cișmigu in which a strategic
Moral Police outpost was present; all these was living history before our
eyes."
Thea Păun, MozaiQ volunteer



"The Artist-Talkul, Therapy Workshop and Sound Therapy Workshops
were my favorite activites from this Pride season. Art, peace, and fun,
these were our weapons this year and good on us for that," 
Roxana Marin, Advocacy Coordinator MozaiQ

"Through the Campus Pride project, MozaiQ assumed the role of
community and supporters catalyst. Retro Campus Pride Party was
not only a celebration, but a network and socialization opportunity. I
belive this kind of event can laed to a great deal of idea exhanging
and new projects for the good of our society.
Alin Luchian, participant Retro Campus Pride Party

 "Through the events organized by MozaiQ, I can say my circle of
friends is much bigger and I keep in touch with a lot of people I met
during them"
Ionut Stanciu, participant 
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